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Communicated by the Editors 
Considered is a linear regression model with a one-dimensional control variable 
and an m-dimensional response variable y. The components of y  may be correlated 
with known covariance matrix. Let B be the covariance matrix of the 
Gauss-Markoff estimator for the unknown parameter vector of the model. Under 
rather mild assumptions on the set of regression functions a factorization lemma for 
det B is proved which implies that D-optimal designs do not depend on the 
covariance matrix of y. This allows the use of recent results of Dette to determine 
approximate D-optimal designs for polynomial regression. A partial result for exact 
D-optimal designs is given too. c 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. A REGRESSION MODEL WITH MULTIPLE RESPONSE 
In regression experiments it is often possible to measure several variables 
y,, . . . . y, for one value of the control variable x. Chemical experiments can 
serve as the simplest examples of this. We will consider here the following 
setting: Let fj’), 1 ,<j< si, 1 < i 6 m, be known real functions defined on 
X E R and al” be unknown parameters to be estimated. For points 
Xl, x2, .-., x, E X one observes random variables Yi(xk) satisfying 
sTYi = f  uyp(xyk), 1 <k<n, 16i<m, (1.1) 
j= I 
Var Yi(xk) = a;, 1 ik<n, 1 Giim, (1.2) 
COV( Yi(Xk)r yj(X,)) = Ot 1 dk#l<n, 1 Gi, j<m, ‘( 1.3) 
Cov(yi(xk), yj(x/r))=P,it ldkdn,l<i#j<m. (1.4) 
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A model of this type where the parameters uji) and the numbers si do not 
depend on i has already been considered by Fedorov [3, Chap. 51. There 
one can find also some results on D-optimal designs, mainly of general 
character. One should also mention that there are several papers treating 
multivariate design problems, but there the term “multivariate” refers to 
the control variable. 
Equations (l.l)-(1.4) make a general linear model which-as in Fedorov 
[ 3, Chap. 1.7]--can be written in the following way. Put for 1 6 i 6 m 
yi= tyitxj )9 yitx2), ...3 Yi(Xn))T, a”’ _ t,(i) a(i) 1 3 2 , . ..) a(‘))= I, ’ 
and 
Y = [YT, YT, . ..) Yy, a = [a”‘=, aW 7 ..‘, a’“‘= = 1 9 
=diag[F,, F,, . . . . I;,], 
Then (1.1 )-( 1.4) is the same as 
EY= Xa, (1.5) 
CovY=D@Z,,=C, (1.6) 
where D @ Z, denotes the Kronecker-product of D with the unit matrix Z,,. 
If D is known, rank D = m, and if the design x = (x1, x1, . . . . x,) is chosen 
in such a way that X has full rank then the Gauss-Markov estimator d for 
a is, cf. Rao [6, p. 2301, 
having covariance matrix 
cov I = (XTC-‘A--‘. 
The problem of finding a D-optimal design is finding a point 
x = (X,) . ..) x,,)E%~ such that det(X’C-‘X) becomes maximal. In general 
the solution will depend on C. The main purpose of this note is to show 
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that under rather mild assumptions det(X’C’X) factorizes in such a way 
that one factor depends only on C and not on x and the other only on x 
but not on C. These assumptions refer to a kind of hierarchically ordered 
system of regression equations described as follows: 
Each response variable is assumed to belong to one of q classes XV, 
/XV/ = p,,, 1 < v < q, XI= i p,, = m. With XV is associated a system FV, 
lFU/ = py, of regression functions such that FV c e,+ i, e, # PV+ i . For each 
response variable belonging to XV the regression equation (1.1) uses all 
functions from e,“?., but the parameters ai may depend on the special 
variable. Hence putting 
xl= c PY, 1 <l<q, 7c(J=o, po=o, 
P = I 
Eqs. (1.1) are assumed to have the form 
where (fi: 1 <<<ppy) =F~. 
EXAMPLE 1. Later we will consider polynomial regression on an inter- 
val X = [a, b]. If, for instance, for x E [ - 1, l] one measures six response 
variables y,, . . . . y,, where y, , y,, y, follow a linear regression (possibly 
with different parameters), y, and y, a cubic regression and y6 a 
biquadratic regression, we would have 
m=6, q=3,p,=3,p,=2,pJ=1, p,=2, pz=4, p3=5 
and 
Now putting 
and 
H, = CG, 2 G,, . . . . GA l<I<q, 
under (1.7) the matrix X has the form 
X= diagCZ,, 0 H,, Zp2 0 H,, . . . . Zp, @ H,]. (1.8) 
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Partitioning D-’ as D-’ = [Au], Gi,Jcq, where A, are pix p,-matrices, we 
then obtain 
The determinant of this matrix is denoted by 
6(D, x) = det(X’C-‘X). 
In view of the equivalence theorem, cf. Fedorov [3, Theorem 52.11, 
besides 6(D, x) also the following functional is of interest: 
Let for XEE, 
V(x) = c&w, . ..? f,TCx,l, l<lGq 
and 
M(x) = diag[Z,, 0 h:(x), . . . . Z,9@Zz;f(x)]. 
Then on 5? x .%^” we define 
d(x, x) = tr(D-‘M(x)(XTC-IX)-‘MT(x)). 
For S(D, x) and d(x, x) one has the following representations: 
THEOREM 1. (a) 6(D, x) = (ny=, (det Ai)pl-pl-‘)(nq_ 1 (det HTHi)Pt), 
where Ai= Cdpyli<p.v<q. 
(b) d(Xy X)=Cr=l pihT(X)(H’Hi)-‘hi(X). 
Since the proof is purely algebraic, it is postponed to the Appendix. The 
result follows from Lemma2 by using H= [H,?H,],si.jCq, K= D-‘, and 
A=XTC-lx. 
Remark 1. Note that, by part (b) of the theorem, d(x, x) does not 
depend on D. Furthermore, if one considers a univariate part of our model 
(1.71, say, 
EY,,(x,) = ; UjVO’f;(Xk), ldk<n, 
j=l 
with YUo(xl), . . . . YVo(x,) pairwise uncorrelated and having variance O* = 1, 
then h$(~)(H~H,~)-‘h,~(x) is just the variance of the estimated regression 
function hi(x)(ri!‘0’, . . . . LiE))T. 
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2. D-OPTIMAL DESIGNS 
In the theory of approximate designs the matrices 
are replaced by matrices 
where 5: is a probability measure on 3”. 
Altering the matrix (1.9) accordingly, we get functionals d(D, r) and 
d(x, g), depending on 5 instead on x. Clearly, from Lemma 2 one sees that 
Theorem 1 also holds in this more general situation. Two remarks seem to 
be appropriate here. 
Remark 2. If X is compact and fi, . . . . fpq is a system of linearly inde- 
pendent and continuous functions then a design measure r* maximizing 
6(D, c) always exists. According to part (a) of Theorem 1, t* does not 
depend on D. By Theorem 5.2.1 in Fedorov [3], <* also minimizes 
maxI, I d(x, 5) and for all points x from the support of <* it holds that 
d(x, t*) = i pipi = c = # of parameters. 
i=l 
Remark 3. In the special case of polynomial regression, i.e., 
fi(x)=xj-1, the problem of maximizing 6(D, 5) has recently been solved 
by Dette[2] who arrived at it motivated by Lluter’s [S] approach to 
model robust designs. Putting fl,,- i = c- ‘pipi, 1 < i 6 4, pi = 0 otherwise, 
one can directly apply Theorem 3.1 in [2]. We give here three examples 
where solutions can be calculated explicitly. 
EXAMPLE 2. (a) In order to apply Theorem 3.1 of Dette in the 
situation of Example 1, one has to take fi = &(O, 6,0,8, 5). After some 
lengthy calculations one obtains that the design 4* with support xl = -1, 
x2 = -2( 11) - *‘2, x3=0, x,=2(11)-“2, xg = 1, and weights 4*(x,)= 
5*(x5) = z, r*(xZ) = (*(x4) = g, 5*(xX) = & is D-optimal on [ - 1, 11. 
(b) For the case q= 2, p1 =2, p3 = 3, pi 20, p2 >O (i.e., p1 linear 
regressions, p2 quadratic regressions) the support of the D-optimal design 
on [0, l] does not depend on p,, p2. It is (0, f, I} with weights 
5’(0)=5”(1)=S. * ; =- t c-1 
1 
u+3’ 
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where u = p1/p2. Note that for u --t cc (u + 0) one obtains the well-known 
solutions for linear (quadratic) regression. In case q = 3, pI = 2, p2 = 3, 
pX=4, pl, p2>0, p3>0, the support of 5* is given by 
ul+2u2+3 1 
112 
x1=0, 
(u2+3)(U1+3u2+5) ’ 
xq= 1 
with weights 
5*(x1) =5*(x4) =2;; 
1 
~*(x2)=~*(x3)=2,,,::,1+6)’ 
where u1 = p11p3, u2 = p2ip3. 
Exact designs are not completely known yet in the univariate case, 
cf. Gaffke [4] and Constantine, Lim, and Studden [ 11. For the simplest 
nontrivial multivariate case q = 2, p I = p2 = 1, p 1 = 2, p2 = 3, f,(x) = x,j- ‘, 
1 <j< 3; i.e., 
EY,(x,) = u’,” + a;“~,, 
EY,(x,) = u’:‘+ u:“xk + u(32)x:, l<kdn, X,E[-l,l], 
(2.1) 
we have the following partial result: 
PROPOSITION. Let HEN, n=&+j, jE{O,3,5,6}, tENO. Thenfor the 
model (2.1) it holds that x = (x1, . . . . X,)E [ - 1, 11” is an exact D-optimal 
design iff 
XE{-l,O,l}” 
and 
1 
% if j=o, 
e-,(x)=e,(x)= 3t+ 1, if j=3, 
3t + 2, if j=5orj=6, 
co(x) = n - 2e,(x), 
where 
e,(x)=J{i:xi=u}J, UE {-LO, l}. 
Proof: Let for x15 C-1,1]” 
(2.2) 
si=si(x)= c x;, 1 <i<4. 
k=l 
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The problem is to determine 
sup{S(x):xE[-1, l]“}, 
where 
S(x) = (det H:H,)(det H:H,) 
We will show that S(x) has an upper bound on [ - 1, 11” which is attained 
exactly for x as given by (2.2). First we have 
S(x)=n-’ (ns* - s;)[(ns* - s;)(q - s;> - (ns3 - s,s*)2] 
< s* . ns*(nsq -s;, (2.3) 
=+I1 yl)2($, +@I, Yi)2)= V(Y)? 
where xf = yi. Now Lemma 1 at the end of this section (applied to 
CI = y = 0, /I = n) implies that V(y) attains its supremum on [0, 11” in the 
vertices of [0, 1 ]“, if n 3 4. Considering thus V(y) on (0, 1 }“, let 
u=o(y)= ((i: yl= l}/. 
Then 
V(y) = nv*(nu - u2). 
A simple discussion shows that V(y) is maximal iff 
v = [$I], if j = 0, 3, or 6, 
o=[$r]+l, if j= 5, 
where [z] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to z. From this 
one obtains (2.2) for n > 5. The case n = 3 can be settled directly. 1 
Looking at the proof above, it should be remarked that for the cases 
j= 1, 2,4, 7 the same technique does not go through, since inequality (2.3) 
is not appropriate. We think that for these cases D-optimal exact designs 
on [ - 1, l] are not even symmetric around zero. For n = 4 this could be 
confirmed by a tedious calculation; in this case there are exactly two 
D-optimal designs 
x’l’=(-1, -l,U, 1) and x(2)=(-1, -c1, 1, l), 
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where LX z 0.0519 is the real root of 
9tX3+5tx2+19LX-110. 
Note also that for j = 0 our result coincides with the approximate solution 
by Dette, i.e., <*( - 1) = t*(l) = i, r*(O) = $ (cf. also Example 2(b)). 
LEMMA 1. For cx, j3, y E R, n E N, and y = ( yI, y,, . . . . y,) E R”, let 
Ql”l,(YJz(a+~l Yi)2[B(Y+$l Yi)-(“+!, Yi)l] 
Zf c1 2 0 and ,!3 3 4 then sup{@:&(y): YE [0, lln} = max(@!$,,(y): 
YE (0, l}“} > @$Jy’)for all Y’E LO, ll”\(O, 1)“. 
PVOO~. The proof is by induction on n; the step from n to n + 1 is easily 
done and omitted. For the case n = 1 let for 01 Z 0, B B 4, and Y E R 
cp(Y) = (a + Y)‘CP(Y + Y2) - (a + Y121. 
With 
yo=NP-4X4@- l))r’ 
and 
one obtains 
(2.4) 
From (2.4) we see that cp is strictly increasing or decreasing in [0, l] or 
there is a y, E (0, 1) such that q is strictly decreasing in [0, y,] and strictly 
increasing in [ y, , 11. This settles the case n = 1. 1 
APPENDIX 
We give here the result needed to prove the theorem in Section 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let q,nEN. For l<i<q let pi, pi~N, O=p,<p,< . . . < 
py, m = cy= 1 pi* Furthermore, let H and K be positive definite py x pq- and 
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m x m-matrices, respectively, and h be a p,-column vector. K is assumed t( 
be partitioned as K = [Kg] , G i., G y, where K, are pi x pi-matrices. Defining 
Hij= CZp,, 01 H[Ip,, Ol’, 1 < i, j d q, 
hi= [Zp,, O] h, 1 Gii64, 
A = lIK~OH~l,<,j<q, 
it holds that 
M = diag[Z,, 0 hT, . . . . Ip, @ h:], 
Ki= CKpliSp,v<q3 
(a) det A = n;= 1 (det Ki)Pz-P8-1(det H,JP’, 
(b) tr J~I~A-‘M~=~~=~ pihT(Hii)-‘hi. 
Proof (Induction on q). The case q = 1 is trivial. To prove the results 
for q + 1, the matrices A, K, and M are partitioned as 
A = [RA:: AA::l, 
where 
K= G K1*, 
K2: Kz*2. 
where 
K:l=CKvll<i,j<q, KZ=KZT=[Kq+~.,, 
and 
M=diag[M,, M2], 
where 
M, =diag[Z,,Ohf, . . . . Z,40hi], M,=~Pq+,Qh;f+,=~Py+,QhT. 
The proof is based on the formulas 
det A = (det A,,)(det B) (3.1) 
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and 
A-‘= 
B-’ 
-A,LA& 
-Bp1A12A$ 
A$ + A$AzlB-‘A12A$ 1 ’ (3.2) 
cf., e.g., Rao [6, pp. 32, 331. 
Putting 
Lii=Kii-Ki,q+,K~~l,q+LKq+l,j, 1 < i, j 6 q, 
it is easy to check that 
The last matrix is the Schur-complement of K w.r.t. K& and thus positive 
definite. The formula in (a) is now obtained as follows: 
Applying the induction hypothesis on B, one has 
det B = fi (det Li)P’-PI-l(det Hii)P’, 
i= 1 
where Li= CLpvli<F,v<y and, using (3.1) with A replaced by Ki, one 
obtains 
det Ki = (det K,, ,,q+ ,)(det Li). 
Thus 
det A = (det A,,)(det B) 
=(detKq+,,q+,)P~+~(det~q+,,q+,)P~+L 
x fi C(det KAdet K,, I,q+ ,)-‘I Pl-P1-l(det Hii)J’i 
i=l 
q+l 
= n (det Ki)P’--P8-1(det H,,)P~. 
i=l 
Furthermore, observing that 
M,A,‘A 
21 = K*-‘K* iVf 22 21 1 
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and using (3.2), we obtain 
tr(KMA-‘MT) = tr((Kz - K&Kg-lKZ:) M, B-‘Mf) 
+ tr K&MM2 A;1A4T 
= tr(LM,[LijOHi,]P’MT) + tr(ZP4+,@hTW’h). 
By the induction hypothesis the first term is equal to Cy= 1 p,h~(fZ,,)-‘h 
which proves the assertion. 1 
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